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National March on
Washington for ·
Lesbian and Gay Rights T
Getting From Here to There
The Portland-Washington, D. C. Connection
Do you want to go to the National March
on Washington fo r Gay & Leshian Rights
with other Maine people? Here's how!
The Train Connection: A bus will leave
Portland about 6 p:m. ori' Frid,!y, October
9, and take people to the train at Boston 's
South Station. Due to the holiday , the fare
will be $104 round-trip. The bus from
Portland to Boston will be $20 round-trip.
The train will depart Washington , D .C. at
10 p.m. Sunday night , arriving in Boston
at 8 a.m. Monday. The bus will then take
us back to Portland. The train and bus fare
must be _pa\d in full by September 5. Make
your check out to: Maine Lesbian/Gay
Political Alliance/March , and mail it to :
MLGPA , P .O . Box 108, -· Yarmouth ,
Maine 04096.
Tlie Bus Connection: Buses will depart
Portland about 6 p.m. Saturday evening,
arriving in Washington at about 8 a .m.
Sunday morning. The cos.t will be $50
round-tri p. These buses will depart
Wash ington , D .C. about 10 p. m. SunJay
night, arriving in Portland late Monday
morning . The buses are VIP Charter and
equipped with bathroo ms. Bus fare must
be paid in fu ll by September 9. Make your
check out'to:.Maine Lesbian/Gay Political
All iance March, and mail it to: MLGPA ,
P.O. Box 108 Yarmouth, Maine 04096.
Want to leave on Thursday? The Harbor Masters are chartering a bus to leave
Portland on Thu rsday in the early evening.
This bus will leave Washington on Sunday
evening for a Monday Portland arrival.
The cost is $50. This bus will arrive in

-

D .C. so that people will be able to participate in the lobbying day on Friday.
Those using this bus will receive a packet
of information fo rm the Harbor Masters,
and must arrange their own accommodations. CaH Butch fo r info rmation ,
7744785 . T ickets are being sold now. ·
-Hotels: Hotel beds have been reserved
at a cost of $ 15 per night. This is based
on four people per room. If you are taking the train , you will need ·to reserve a
room unless you have made other sleepil'lg rra g.ement.· . You m• st end your
hotel fare with your train fare .
Getting to Portland: Cyr· Transportation school buses will bring people from
. Ba ngor , Aug usta a nd Lewiston to
Portland, in time to make the train connection on Friday and the-bus connection on
Saturday . Round-trip fa re is $12:40. The
fare will be paid to the driver . You will
be sent the pick-up points, departure times ,
and arrival times . If you want to take this
bus to Portland , you must let MLGPA
know when you send in your tra·in or bus
fa re .
The March on Washington is shaping up
to be a tremendous event. Please join us
for a strong Maine presen~e.
For further information , contact: Diane
Elze (799-6905) ; Sadhbh ("Sive") Neilan
(236-4722) ; Deb Atwood (549-7276); or
Michael Rossetti (883-6934). ·
If you can't go to Washington, please
send MLGPA a donation to help reduce
the costs for those people who are going.

Advisory Committee Rejects
Mandatory Te.s ting
by Elze
The state advisory committee on AIDS
unanimously approved a counseling and
testing policy rejecting mandatory testing
of pregnant women, marriage license applicants, and candidates for surgery.
Under new leadership since J uly, with
McKernan appointees Dr. Owen Pickus
and Sen. Barbara Gill at the helm, the
advisory committee also rejected the idea
of tracing sexual contacts .as an effective
method to fight the disease.
- No recommendations were made regarding the testing of persons in state institutions, as representatives from the Department of Corrections and the Department
I'

I

of Mental Health and Mental Retardation
missed the subcommi.ttee meeting at which
the testing recommendations were developed.
The recommended policy must now win
the approval of the Interdepartmental
AIDS Committee and the governor.
Subcommittees on education, "noncompliant HIV carriers," insurance, health
care provi&ers, and case management services are also developing policies that will
be incorporated into a draft state plan, also
subject to the approval of the administration.
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Autuninfest Weekend
by John Preston
Give us a break! We deserve it.
Maine's gay community has never been
willing to accept a single annual event as
a statement of its self-love. No one Gay
Pride Parade or street festival has been sufficient for us .
With the new Pride Committee, we ' ve
had our fi rst parade this year. Symposium
continues to reappear every year to offer
a time for reflection , network-building and
education. Now the third regular gay celebration of Maine' s gay and lesbian life is
coming up again - Autumnfest.
The emphasis on Autumnfest had always
been on celebration. This is the time we
take to give one another recognition fo r
hard wo~k done, hard times endured , hard
victories made real. This year's plans are
fo r a weekend which will be firmly in that
tradition.
Enjoy it! We deserve this one! It's been
that kind of year .
Originated by the Harbor Masters, Inc. ,
ll m ' · social group with memhers statew 1de alfld with associates from all over the
Northeast, Autumnfest began as a fundra ising event f.or the club' s charitable activities . As. years progressed , disparate
elements of the community began -t::> use
Autumnfest as a time when they could
come together and build bridges with one
another .
In fact, those of us who have been
around for Autumnfest the past few years
always have a special fondness for that first
year when members of the then very politically correct Gay People 's All iance of
USM, as it was then called , sat at a table
at a small flea-ma rket and eyed the membe,s of the beleathered Harbor Masters
with mutual fascination . We knew little
about one another and had less trust and
belief. The basic act of selling used goods
to each other was a strange basis fo r an
association , but it worked.
Since then, the groups which have joined
the Harbor Masters, Inc. to sponsor
Autumnfest have changed every year. But ·
the sense of Autumnfest - its spirit, maybe even its soul - has always been the
coming together of different people who
feel joined in the celebration of our gay and
lesbiarn lives .
The 1987 Autumnfest has three major
events .
Friday, September 18 , the Portland
Pride Committee is hofding a Cafe Night
at Fi rst Parish Church, 425 Congress
Street in Portland. The evening of gay and
lesbian entertainment kicks off the weekend with appropriate frivolity. After massive medical crises , political campaigns,
media blitzes and .. .aren't you ready for a
party? Isn't this just the right time to give
ourselves a break and understand how fa r
we've come in these few years? The organizers are asking for a $3.00 donation at the
door to help with expenses.
Saturday , September 19, at Boone's
Restaurant on the Portland Waterfront, the
Harbor Master's , Inc. are holding their annual Autumnfest Awards Dinner for the

gay commµnity . The Stephen Jenteel
A ward for community service by a member of the group will be announced then .
Also, the Harbor Masters will award the
community service plaque to the gay man
or lesbian who the community feels has
contributed the most to our communal
well-being.
There are four nominations in so far :
Vince Belanger has given to this community of ours during a part o_f his own
life when many of us can 't even imagine
being able to hold on to ourselves, let alone
reach out to others. Faced with an AIDS
condition, Vince has been will ing to testify
to legislative committees in Augusta , counsel other people with AIDS-related problems and show us all how mi.Jch hope there
is in our lives, no matter what the situatfon .
Ronald Blais ofLewiston's Sportsmen's
Club has been one of the most energetic
forces in organizing that city's gay men

I

and lesbians. His work in polii.ics, AlDS-

information and general community building has , been a model for other entrepreneurs in Maine ~ and else.where.
Dick Harrison of New Sweden has been
a powerful part of the Northern Lambda
Nord organization in Aroostook County .
Dick's involvement has been long, difficult
and rewarding to all of us, not just himself.
He's not done his work in a closet either
and his ability to carry himself - and by
extension , all of us - with dignity in hi s
job has already earned him the title of
Employee of the Year at Loring Air Force
Base.
Dale McCormick of the Maine Lesbian/Gay Political Alliance. Dale has been
one of the major political spokespeople for
the community , most recently as a member
of the Governor 's Advisory Committee on
AIDS. Her leadership has lead to many
stunning victories, successes that few if any - thought were possible in a state
which is supposed to be so very conse;vative. Dale has helped us prove the doomsayers wrong.
The one contribution all four of these
candidates for the award share is that one
important element - hope. It's something
they haven ' t only j ust attained for themselves, it's something they 've learned to
pass on to us in many , many different
ways. Taking part in this affair by attending the banquet in honor of them , or at
least in voting for them , is the least you
can do to show your appreciation fo r their
offering to you .
And remember - whether you attend or
not - that the very fact that together we
are fi nally in a place where we can
acknowledge the donations of time, energy
and skill in our communal life together is
a major victory unto itself.
Tickets to the banquet are on sale for
$20.00 a person . (You do not have to be
at the dinner to vote!) If you 'd like to attend , call , in Portland, 774-4785 , or send ·
your check to the address below.
continued onpage _9

Letters
Dear Our Paper,
To " Name Withheld" re : letter responding to my review of Andrea Dworkin's
Intercourse.
I am grateful for your response to my
review and would like to explain why I believe that a sex strike, though successfully implemented by Iroquois women a few
centuries back, would not be successfully
implemented by women in the United
States today.
The Iroquois Indians of New York were
a horticultural society with a matricentric
kinship system. The combination of matrilocality and matrilineality , which promotes
female solidarity , in addition to the fact
that Iroquois men were frequently away
fighting distant wars meant that Iroquoi s
women exercised immense political and
economic power. A few women could
quite conceivably rally all the other women
in an Iroquois village to participate in a sex
strike, especially if they wanted to stop the
men from participating in a war that they
believed threatened their interests.
Moreover, Iroquois women being a small ,
highly homogeneous and geographically
concentrated population were likely to
achieve a consensus of opinion on issues
that affected their village.
W:omen in contemporary American
society, however, are a large (over 100
million) , highly heterogeneous group ,
divided along lines of race and class, in addition to being geographically diffuse .
They are infinitely less likely than women
in an Iroquois village to successfully, pull
off a sex strike. _
More importantly though , I h.ave two
philosophical objections to a feminist
analysis of intercourse that promotes sex
. strikes as a strategy .
·.
One, such an analysis reinforces the notion of intercourse per se as bei!}g oppressive to women . It passively accepts the
misogynist idea tpat any given act of in"tercourse can and should have only one
meaning: to objectify and oppre.ss the female participant. It ignores the fact that
women are capable of attaching new meaning to individual acts of intercourse in
which they engage. Granted , women need
to exercise a measure of power in their sexual relationships with men in order to im~
bue intercourse with a different meaning ,
but I think there exists a fair number of
such women . Just because intercourse historically has been used in that manner . A
feminist analysis of intercourse should aim
to break the connection between intercou.rse and female oppression rather than
strengthen it.
Two , such an analysis does not accomodate the diversity of women's desires. In
truth, some heterosexual women enjoy pe-

nile intercourse. Perhaps pro-sex-strike
women would claim that these women
have been brainwashed by patriarchal
culture. However, it is impossible to make
such a claim without descending to dogmatism . Is it in keeping with a feminist vision for woman A to insist that woman B's
sexual desires conform to woman A's debatable political analysis of intercourse? Is
woman A justified in expecting woman B
to participate in a sex strike for the cause
of womankind even when woman B genuinely does not feel that the intercourse in
which she participates is oppressing her?
I believe that instead of developing an
analysis which encourages only one strategy or course of action for all women , as
is exemplified by an organized sex strike,
feminists should develop an analysis of intercourse that permits women .to use a
variety of strategies to break the association of intercourse and female oppression
without having to sacrifice their desires.
Barbara Leclerc

Dear Our Paper:
I was furious yesterday to pick up a
magazine and read a full-page ad stating
that evey time I use my Visa card between
now and December 31 , Visa will make a
donation to the 1988 U.S . Olympic Team.
Your readers should know that the U.S .,
Olympic Committee has a notoriusly antigay history . In 1982, it sued organizers of
what was then called the Gay Olympics,
on the grounds that Congress had granted
the USGC exclusive rights to use the word
" olympics". Dozens of other groups,
ranging .form the Armenian Olympics and
the Police Olympics to the Rat Olympi:cs
and the Crab-Cooking Olympics, had us,._ ed the term ; the USOC had never seemed
to mind. But the Gay Olympics got hit with
an expensive lawsuit.
··
Ultimately , the USOC fo rced the Gay
Olympics to change their name to the Gay
Games. As a gay man.._ I refuse to make ·
a purchase that results ih a contribution going to the U .S. Olympic Team .
I urge readers who feel the same way to
do what I'm doing: Cut your Visa card in
half; and send one half to Jan Soderstrom,
VISA-Marketing Dept. , Olympic Program , P .O. Box 8999, San Francisco , CA
94128 . Enclose a note explaining wtiy you
will not use your card again .
Then send the other half to me: Sasha
Alyson, Alyson Publications, 40 Plympton St. , Boston, MA 02118. I think I can
find an artist who likes working creatively with unusual materials, and who can use
these half-cards to sculpt a memorial to
Tom Waddell , the Gay Games founder
who recently died of AIDS . Do it now , and
we can have the memorial in time for the

*****************

ANNOUNCEMENT

Lucie Blue Tremblay, Canadian feminist folksinger who has been fighting U.S.
Customs regulations which would prevent
her fr<?m performing in this country, will
be in.c.o ncert Saturday, Oct. 3 at 8 p.m. at
the First Parish Unitarian Church, 425
Congress St. , Portland (wheelchair access-

ible). The proceeds from the performance
will go toward paying Tremblay's . legal
costs incurred in the past year.
The concert is being sponsored by Pine
Cone Productions. Tickets will be available after September 15 at Amadeus,
Entre Nous, Walkabout and The Whole
Grocer in Portland and MacBeans in
Brunswick.

October March on Washington.
We don't often get such an easy , clearcut way to fight back against the discrimination we face. Let's not pass up .this
chance.
Sincerely ,
Sasha Alyson
Dear Our Paper:
I[ would like to respond to the "Name
Wilthheld'' letter which appeared in the
August 1987, issue.
I don ' t regard radical feminists as antisex, but I think they miss a very strategic
point, and that is they , like the Moral Majority , have. no objections to sex so long
as it is done under circumstances which
meet with their approval. Therefore , the
proper division is not pro- and anti-sex, but
rather pro- and anti-self determination. Or,
to cite this in practical terms , even though
I as a conservative Christian object to abortion on religious grounds , I nevertheless
oppose laws against abortion because I
believe a woman has the right to decide ·
what to do with her body, whether I approve or not. In exchange for that, I expect the feminists not to hassle people
whose sexuality includes pornography ,
SIM, or sex with minors so long as all parties are involved voluntarily and of their
own free will.
The Moral Majority and the radical fem~
iniists differ among themselves which
specific aspects of consensual sexuality are
too regulated ; I disagree with the concept
of regulation of-consenual sexuality at all .
Celibacy is certainly an alternative for
persons who for whatever reason choose
not to be affirmed just as other voluntary
choices· about sexuality ought to be .
affirmed .
·
"C>°f course, as a gay male I have no
vestecCinterest in whether women choose
to have .sex with men. I suspect, how.ever, th:at the number of women who would be
willing_ to go along with the idea of-a sex
strike is small enough that it . would not
work; I could be wrong. In-any oppressed r
minority , whether it be women , Blacks,
gaiys or Hispanics , the major stumbling
block to taking the type of direct action to
bring about change is often members of the
gro1.1p who don 't dislike being oppressed
emough to stand solidly with their compaitriots. One need look no further than
Phyllis Schlafly's near single-handed
defeat of the ERA as evidence fo r this
proposition.
I'm allowing my name to be published
even though in some circles I will probably
be branded as a male chauvinist oink. I
close with one parting shot: I suspect,
although I will candidly admit I have no
evidence for it , that one reason femaledominated political movements tend not to
see concrete results is because of the simple truism that one catches more flies with
honey than with vinegar. Did you ever
count up the number of political organizations that have in their titles the words,
" Women Against"? While there are certainly a lot of things in this world that we
ought to oppose, we win few supporteri,
with a constant stream of negativism. Try
coming out in favor of something positive
fo r a change. You certainly have little to
lose.

Mel Dahl
11
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Boston, MA 02115
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PURPOSE
OUR PAPER is published monthly by the OU:R PAPER Collective,
P.O. Box 10744, Portland, Maine
04W4 . The purpose o( OUR
PAPER is to serve as a voice for lesbians and gay men in Maine. We
wish the newspaper to be a source
of information, support and affirmation, and a vehicle for celebration,
by and for members of the lesbian
and gay men's commllnities. We
want the paper to reflect our diver··
sity as well.

EDITORIAL POLICY
We will consider for publication
any material that broadens our
understanding otour lifestyles and
· of each other. Views and opinions
appearing in the paper are those of
the authors only .
We request that all material submitted 1be signed and include an address and/or phone number so we
can contact the author if editorial
revisions need to be considered . We
reserve the right to edit unsigned
material as necessary. Within the
pages of the newspaper, articles can
·appear anonymously ; upon request ,
and strict confidentiality will be
observed. No.revisions or rejections
of signed material will occur without
dialogue with the author.
Even though our editorials are in itialed, they represent the opinion of
all collective members .
We welcome and encourage all
our readers to submit material for
publication and to share your comments, criticisms and positive feelings with us. Remember, OUR
PAPER is Your Paper!!! Deadline
for each issue is the l 0th of the
month.

SUBSCRIPTIONS
Subscriptions are $12 for one year
(12 issues), $2-0 for two years, and
$30 for three years. Make checks
payable to "OUR PAPER" . All
submissions and correspondence
should be sent to OUR PAPER ,
• P.O. BoX: 10744, Portland, Maine
Q4l_? 4~

OUR PAPER COLLECTIVE ,
Fred Berger
Skip Brushaber
Brenda Buchanan
Diane Elze
·Terri Jones
.Barb Leclerc

Barb Puls
Dawn Patterson
Rick Ring
Bruce Smith
Kathryn Baptista
P.S. Sutherland
Barbara W-ood
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Stop the Presses!
·An EXTRA on Our .P aper's Future
-A Letter to Omr Readers
The Our Paper Collective is about to
take a big step.
We're going to suspend publication for
about three months. We're taking a break.
But it won't be a vacation. Let us explain.
Since our beginnings four years ago, all
the work on Our Paper has been done by a
small group, of volunteers. ~ou have to
admit that it's amazing the work gets done
month_after month. However, we are at a
point where we can't do it in the same way
anymore. We have to grow and change if
we're to remain vital. Arid we need some
time to plan and lay groundwork for
growth and changes.
Our Paper was started with the idea of
providing a forum for discussion among ·
lesbians and gay men in Maine, as well as a
place to report news of importance and
interest to our community. The founders
believed a newspaper was not a luxury but

a necessity for an oppressed people.
Looking back over the past four years
we can see the wisdom of their vision. As
our community's political clout has increased, Our Paper has explained the
issues and helped motivate lesbian and gay
citizens to get involved in the political process. As Maine's lesbian and gay community has grown in visibility, Our Paper has
. reported on incidents of homophobic violence, documentation which has put pressure on police to follqw through with
investigations. As the AIDS crisis has
developed, Our Paper has disseminated
information about safer sex, publicized
educational efforts, and k,e pt readers
abreast of ow:community's and our state's
response. And as Maine's lesbians and gay
men have celebrated their strength, creativity, and playfulness, Our Paper has carried interviews, announcements, reviews,
and pictures, for today's readers and for

posterity.
We now believe more than ever in the
need for a newspaper to call our own. It
provides nourishment and power that
nothing else can provide. But Our Paper
itself needs nourishment. So we're risking
being out of circulation for a while in order
· to nourish the newspaper and the collective that produces it.
There are two general areas that we 11
work on while we're not publishing: people
and money.
It's people who do the research, writing,
picture taking, bookkeeping, and pasteup. And the editing, proofreading, layout,
envelope stuffing, .and box packing. And
the hundreds of errands and the endless
decision making. We think the newspaper
would benefit from additional people be:
cause we would be able to spread the work
amorng more hands and brains. At the
same time, we would have more ideas and

energy to work with. So we want people.
Of course, whenever someone talks of
shortcomings, money is usually included.
Well, the fact is we've never made a big
deal about money. Advertising and subscriptions have been very important, but
also generally adequate to pay the bills.
But the honeymoon is over. Over the past
few months it has become clear that, if
we're going to keep collective members,
advertisers, and readers, we're going to
have to have more money. It would reduce
the burden of volunteerism and improve
the quality of the newspaper.
Our intention is to begin publishing
again in early winter. Between now and
then, a lot of work must be done. As we
celebrate our fourth anniversary, we.look
forward to Our Paper's growth and change.
We also look forward to your support.
In anticipation,
The Our Paper Collective
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How You Can Help
As mentioned above, Our Paper is looking for people and money. We are also
looking for suggestions.
Suggestions may be made at an open
fo rum we are holding for all people with
an interest in Our Paper. It will be Tuesday
evening, September 15, at 7:00. The loca- ·
tion will be the YWCA, Dorothy Haml in
Room, at 87 Spring Street, Portland. If
you would prefer, we would be glad to
have your ideas through the mail (P.O.
Bqx 10744, Portland, 04104). We would
really appreciate hearing fro m you.
There are many ways you could help us
as a volunteer. We're not necessarily looking for people to make a big commitment
of time and energy. We welcome "gofers"
to do~ uch things as drop off the paste-up
boards at the printer, address envelopes,
keep lists, organize the office. We also welcome folks with the skills to help us formulate budgets, print photos, raise money,
illustrate articles. And of course, we need
writers of all kinds- for regional news,
fiction, humor, investigative' reporting,
gossip columns, and more. If you feel
unsure of your skills, we 11 be glad to help
you get started.

\

There are many ways' you could help us
with money, too. All donations will be
gratefully accepted, large or small or in
between. Perhaps you or your organization would like to organize a fundraiser.
Or perhaps you know an "angel" who's
looking for a good cause to contribute to.
Give it some thought.
In advance, thank you for your interest
and your action.

/

Dance at Blueber ry Cove
to Raise Funds for March
A dance at Blueberry Cove in Tenant' s
Harbor will benefit the March on
Washington. The dance will be held Saturday , September 12, 8:30 p.m. and is open
to both women and men. Donation $5
(more if you can, less if you can't) . Bring
refreshments . Live D.J. Come and enjoy
this wonderful site by the ocean. Call Ellie,
763-3838 , or Sive 236-4722 .

TOWN -MEETING
on
OUR PAPER

TUESDAY SEPTEMBER15
1. p.m.
Y.W.C.A 87 Spring St~
Help shape the future of

OUR PAPER
.,

Portland Dance Center

I was tired of the bars ... tired of the "scene"
and tired of playing all of the little mindgames
to find out whether this guy or that guy was
interested in a person like me ... or, more
importantly, if I was interested in him.
Then a friend of mine told me about Buddies.
He said the counselors there understood what
he was looking for in a companion.
So I called them. Buddies introduced me to
several exciting guys in Massachusetts and
New Hampshire within a few weeks after I
joined. Now I'm telling all of my friends. Calling
Buddies was one of the best decisions I've
ever made.

Dance Around Town
Ram Island Dance Co.·
New dances
September 24, 25, 26 8pm
State Street Church
Pooh Kaye/Eccentric Motions
October 22, 23, 24 8pm
Portland Performing Arts ~tr
Gretchen Berg, Paul Sarvis
"Not Withstanding Alone"
November 19, 20, 21 8pm
November 22 2pm
Baxter Gallery, Portland
School of Art

Buddies

Dance Classes September 8 - December 19

PROfEssiONAl - DisCRETE - CoNfidENTiAl
GAy STAffEd - EsTAblisltEd 1982

For adults, youths, and teens
25A Forest Ave. Portland 773-2562

CALL TOdAy - (60}) 880-762~

The National March on Washington .
M·a rch Demands
. 1. Legal Recognition Of Lesbian And
Gay Relationships: That lesbian and gay
male domestic partners are entitled to the
same rights as married heterosexual
couples; that social services for lesbian and
gay youth be greatly augmented .
2. The Repeal Of All Laws That Make
Sodomy Between Consenting Adults a
Crime: That all state and federal laws
criminalizing consensual sex be repealed
as they violate the constitutional right to
privacy.
3. A Presidental Order Banning Anti- ·
Gay Discrimination By The Federal
Government: That the President ban by
executive order all discrimination based on
sexual orientation in the federal government particularly in the military and in immigration; that the President end exclusion
of people with AIDS or HIV-antibody positivity from government employment.
4. Passage Of The Congressional Lesbian And Gay Rights Bill: That a federal
bill banning discrimination on the basis of
sexual orientation be passed .
5. An End To Discrmination Against
People With AIDS, ARc;::, HIV Positive
Status, Or Those Perceived To Have ·
AIDS. Massive Increase In Funding For
AIDS Education, Research, And Patient
Care. Money For AIDS, Not For War:
That discrimination based on real or

perceived AIDS , ARC, or HIV-antibody
positivity be ended in the public and private
sectors : that funding for AIDS education
(including safe sex information), research
and patient care be massively increased ;
that these monies come from the military
budget, not existing social services .
6. Reproductive Freedom, The Right
To Control Our Own Bodies, And An
End To Sexist Oppression.
7. An End To Racism In This Country And Apartheid In South ;,\frica. As
members of the Lesbian and Gay movement, we too are affected by rising racism
and sexism which oppresses People of Color and women ; thereby the liberation of
Lesbians and Gays is intricately linked to
the struggle against racism , sexism and
anti-semitism. We realize that ''none of us
will be free until we are all free." We
therefore call upon all of our sisters and
brothers to actively confront raci sm and
sexism on all levels both withi n our movement , and in the larger society. We demand an end to racist and sexist oppression. We demand an end to all social,
economic, judicial and legal oppression of
Lesbians and Gays, and people of every
race, gender, abil ity, class ethnicity, faith,
political ideology, transgenderal orientatiin and sexual orientation.

Harvey Milk. openly
gay supervisor of San
Francisco. was
assasinated by an
anti-gay racist. sexist
bigot in 1978,
March for Harvey.
so that homophobia
can't kill again.

Oct. 11th
ASSEMB LE: 9:00 am at the Ellipse. 17th
St. & Const1tut1on Ave. [Behind the
White HouseJ March starts 12 o'clock
pm. Rally ;::! the Capitol. West Terrace'

Ph oto from the movi e The r ,mes of Harve y Milk

National March on ·
Washington tor ·m11111111m1
Lesbian.aftd Gay Rights T
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YES, I WANT TO GO TO THE NATIONAL MARCH ON WASHINGTON
:

.

FOR LESBIAN AND·GA Y RIGHTS

Related Events
March Against Death And Violence: Friday, October 9 through Sunc!3y, October
11. For a period·of 40 hours, culminating
with the March , people carrying the names
of those who died of AIDS or homophobic
violence will move in' a solemn single-file
procession past the White House, the Capitol and other national symbols. By bearing witness to the violence and suffering
our community has endured, we hope to
. awaken the conscience of the nation.
National Lobby Day: Friday, October 9.
Delegations from around the country will
meet with their Senators and Members of
Congress to acquaint them with'our issues
and to urge them to support appropriate
legislation.
The Wedding: Saturday; October 10. A
non-sectarian union ceremony celebrating
the relationships of hundreds and perhaps
thousands of same-sex couples will emphasize the demand that gay and lesbian
domestic partners be entitled to the same
rights and privileges as married heterosexual couples. A reception will follow the
ceremony .
Lesbian & Gay Bands Of America Concert: Saturday, October 10, 8 to 11 p,m. ,
DAR Constitution Hall 1776 D Street NW .
Thirteen bands· and two choruses featuring 250 musicians will perform.
AIDS Memorial Project: Sunday, October 11. The Names Project is creating a
national AIDS Memorial composed of

Name _ _ __ _ _ _ __ _ _ _~_ __ _ Telephone _ _ __ __

thousands of individual 3 'x6' fabric panels,
each inscribed with the name of someone
lost to AIDS. The panels will be assembled
into one massive expanse of names and displayed· across the Capitol Mall. Tax-deductable contributions ·and completed
panels can be sent to the Names Project,
P.O. Box 14573 , San Francisco , CA
94114, or call (415) 626-5725 .
Veterans Memorial Service: Sunday,
October 11. Prior to the March , gay and
lesbian veterans will conduct a memorial
service at the Tomb of the Unknown Soldier to honor the many thousands of gay
men and lesbians who have given their
lives while members of the U.S. military.
Immediately following the memorial service, the veterans will proceed across the
Potomac to join the March.
National Lesbian & Gay Rights Congress Planning Meeting: Monday, October 12. Plans will be initiated for a 1988
nationwide Congress of lesbians and gay
men, to show our diversity , to establish our
priorities and to devise strategies for accomplishing them .
Civ~I Disobedience For Lesbian & Gay
Rights: Tuesday, October 13. A nonviolent Civil Disobedience Action at the
Supreme Court to demand full civil rights
for lesbians and gay men; a powerful state- ·
ment of resistance and hope for love and
justice for all .

City ---'------ ~ -- -- - - - -- - State _____ Zip _ _ __ _
Return thi s' coupon with your payment to: ~
Maiae Lesbian/Gay Alliance, P.O. Box 108 , Yarmouth ; Maine 04096
1. Bus leaves ~aturday from Portland at 6 p.m. , arrives Washington 8 a.m.
Sunday . W~' II return Sunday Right , to be in Portland Monday morning. Round-

trip fare of $50 must be receive_d by September 9.
2. Bus leaves Portland 6 p.m . Friday , arrives Boston where we' ll pick up
the train . We' ll leave Washington by train Sunday night. Round-trip train fare
_ of$104 must be received by September 3, plus $15 if you want a hotel bed with
our group , and $20 round-trip fare to Boston .
SEND IN THIS COUPON AND WE WILL SEND YOO ALL THE
ADDITIONAL DETAILS YOU'LL NEED .
For further info , call: Diane Elze (799-6905) , Deb Atwood (549-7276) ,
Sive Neilan (236-4722) or Michael Rossetti (883-6934) .

GREAT TIMES!

Times Roman . that is. It's
just one of the many type styles
available at The Type Room.
Complete typese\~ing and
proofreading service. Worner. owned and operated.
~1'1iii1J~la

Catalog$ I. 50

law for people

~·womensnace
P.O. Box 36!i, West Rockport,Malne 04865
207 -594-0694

Main St.

Searsport, Maine 04974

(Law Offices located behind Jaret & Cohn)

548•6689
548-2929

Wildcrafted and organically grown herbal remedies. Herbwalks,
slldeshow1, workshops and Flo••er Essence Consultations.

Deb Soale, Herbalhn
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COUNSELING ~ENTER

)

Dr. Joanne H. Clarey
757 Congress Street
Portland . Maine 04102

BAGLSC Hosts Symposium
by Elze
"Let me say that if you are tired of
demonstrations, I am tired of demonstrating. I am tired of the threat of
death. I don't want to be a martyr.
And there are moments when I
doubt if I'm going to make it through.
I am tired of getting hit, tired of
being beaten, tired of going to jail.
But the important thing is not how
tired I am. The important thing is to
get rid of the conditions that lead us
to march."
-Martin Luther King Jr. (1966),
quoted by Lois Reckitt in her keynote ad~ess at Symposium XIV.
While many Americans celebrated the
Fourth of July with fireworks and flag
waving, -140 gay and lesbian activists and
their friends convened in the Greater Bangor area for the 14th annual symposium
and the third annual Charlie Howard
Memorial Day-a fitting way for people
denied civil rights and the American Dream
to observe Independence Day. Both events
were sponsored by the Bangor Area GayLesbian-Straight Coalition.
Dedicated to the memories of Rep.
Larry Connolly and lesbian activist Nancy
Gentile, both of whom died suddenly earlier this year, the Maine.Lesbian and Gay
Men's Symposium XIV drew people from
Maine and New Brunswick, Canada, to
the University of Maine in Orono. The
theme of the weekend was "Corning Out
for Freedom '87."
Gay (ae)robics, contradancing with caller
David Lavoie, a Mexican feast, lj.nd the
premiere of!'Gays .of Our Lives," Maine's
fi.rst gay and lesbian soap opera, rounded
out the usual conference fare of workshops, films, and high-powered keynote
speeches.
On Sunday, over 200 people gathered at
the Unitarian Church of Bangor for a
memorial service to honor Charlie Howard and to reflect on the themes of freedom, justice, and equality. Outside, someone had spray-painted the word "Fag"
across the church's signboard.
Howard, a 23-year-old gay man, was
brutally beaten and thrown off the -State
Street Bridge into the Kenduskeag Stream
by _three teenaged boys on July 7, 1984.
That homophobic murder rocked the state
and sparked a surge of activism withil;i the
'gay and lesbian community, including the
founding of the Maine Lesbian/ Gay Political Alliance.

Over 100 March
Following the service, over 100 people
marched to the site of Howard's murder
with flowers in hand to ritually throw in
the stream. Some carried placards reading:
"Another Friend of Charlie Howard";
"Prejudice Kills"; "Stormy Spinsters
Arise!"; and "Children Learn Tolerance
from Grown-ups." David Ng, an Asian
man from Fredericton, New Brunswick,
carried a1>oster that said "Charlie Howard
- We Remember" in both English and
Chinese. After casting the flowers, marchers paused for a period of silent reflection,
then returned to Davenport Park near the
church for a rally.
Different perspectives on.AIDS and on
the direction and priorities of the gay and

lesbian movement were offered by the
weekend's two keynote speakers.
Lois Galgay Reckitt, formerly of South
Portland, past executive vice president of
the National Organization for Women,
and currently the deputy director of the
Washington, D.C.-based Human Rights
Campaign Fund, the nation's only gay and
lesbian political action committee, told
symposium attendees that "the gay political movement has come of age," pointing
to the success of the HRCF, the 16th larg- ·
est independent PAC and ranked 39th
overall among the 4,500 PACs in the
country.

and marriage license applicants; appointing right-wing ideologues with little or no
experieJtlce on AIDS to the presidential
commission; and the snail's pace at which
the federal bureaucracy operates.
·According to Reckitt, $47-million appropriated last year for AZT remains
unspent. "Not one dime has been spent
because: the bureaucracy hasn't figured out
how to get it out," she charged. "I can
figure out how to do that. You write a
check."
Reckitt urged 'people to mobilize to
defeat Robert Bork's nomination to the
Supreme Court and to become active on
other issues affecting the gay and lesbian
community. She closed by saying: "I wish I
didn't believe it's a lifelong fight we're in,
but I b1elieve it is. But I believe we shall
ultimat1~ly win because we will never surrender."

AIDS is the Not the Only Horror

l
r;i;i

i.S
Asserting that "the reality for the gay
and lesbian community today is, in fact, .
AIDS," Reckitt urged lesbians to join gay
· men in fighting the disease.
·
"It's very important that we stay united
- as a community if we 're 'going to defeat this
disease," Reckitt said. She added, however, the words offerninist songwriter and
activist Holly Near who spoke at -the
Washington AIDS Walk: "Look around
you, the men who are here. I want you to
remember that this rally is half women.
- The nexnime there's a pro-choice rally; or
an anti-rape rally, we expect io see you
t_here."
·
One of the ·64 gay and lesbian activists
arrested on June l outside the White
House to protest the-government's inadc::quate response to AIDS, Reckitt called the
demonstration "the first time the community has laid the blame on Ronald Reagan
where it squarely ought to be for his total
inaction on the AIDS crisis. That inaction," she continued, "will be the most
memorable scandal of this administration."
On a lighter note, Reckitt, a witty storyteller, described how the demonstrators,
equipped with red carpet squares as _protection against the hot tar, sat in the streets
to block traffic. "Where but at a gay demonstration would we pass out little rugs to
sit on," she quipped, adding, "there we
were after our arrest, nearly every leader of
the gay and lesbian civil rights movement,
all in different comers of our cells, writing
our fundraising appeals that all started out
by saying, 'I'm writing to you from the
D.C. jail."'
Reckitt continued to blast the Reagan
administration for th.: lack of adequate
financial resources allocated to AIDS education, research, and treatment; calls for
mandatory testing of prisoners; immigrants

TUNING . REPAIR , COMPLETE REBUILDING
!INCLU DING OBSOLETE. ANTIQUE , AND SQUARE GRAND PIANOS)

CHARLES M. BURR
Piano Technician

'

Charlie Howard Memorial Day

Portland , ME
207 · 772-0316

Whil,e Reckitt considers AIDS to be the
priority issue for the gay and lesbian community, New York writerand act,ivist Darrell Yates Rist, in an impassioned address
at Sunday's rally, invited the crowd to
"roam the landscape of injustice" with
him, pointing to sharp increases in vioJenee against gay men and lesbians, the
denial oif child custody to gay/ lesbian parents, the emotional and physical abuse suffered by gay/ lesbian youth, and employment and housing discrimination, as some
of the many forms of 'brutality daily
inflicted upon gay men and lesbians. ·
"AIDS is a horror, but it is not the only
horror in our lives," Rist said. "We fann_ot
afford to pretend it is·:. In time, we may
coine to, understand it is not even the greatest one. Hatred is, and bigotry."

wind-when that is happening, let me tell
you, something is wrong in this movement."
Urging the community to direct its
anger at those responsible for creating a
homophobic climate, Rist then recited a
litany of malefactors.
"Ronald Reagan isn't just some innocent bystander, a pawn of history, a dolt,"
- Rist charged. "He's a perpetrator as callous as Hitler. " He also named, among
others, ex-Supreme Court Chief Justice
Warren Burger, who presided over the
court last year when it upheld Georgia's
anti-sodomy statute; Judge· Robert Bork,
"Reagan's new Nazi-fashioned nominee"
to the high court; Bangor's Judge David
Cox, "whose rulings in the murder of
Charlie Howard denigrated th_e life of a
good man and sentenced three killers to
soon go free"; and Jasper Wyman, "Maine's
self-styled Jesus."
"We must hold those names responsible
for the crimes against us, hold them
responsible for the inaction of this country
on AIDS, hold them responsible for the
violence against gay men and lesbi_ans,
hold them responsible for the death of
Charlie Boward. They created the world
that killed him."
The strength of the movement, Rist
says, lies in "our self-respect, our courage,
our love for one another." He urged people
to criticize our gay and our lesbian organizations, at the same time we credit them
for their accomplishments, because "a
movement that stifles dissent, a movement
that will not criticize itself, is exercising a
death wish."
He also urged those gatherea to dream:
"Our dreams, if we believe them, will in
time become our freedom. We won't stop
fighting. We won't quit until we've made

CHARL
·M
While he applauded national gay and
lesbian organizations for their accomplishments on AIDS-related issues, he
sharply criticized their neglect of other
concerns.
"When over and over they focus and
obsess only on AIDS and expect us to do
the same, both lesbians and gay men, while
leaving gay rights legislation, lesbian health
care, lesbian issues- period, the custody of
our children, the cruel problems of gay
youth, and anti-gay violence, while letting
those burning issues simply smoke in the

BAGLSC in Debt
The symposium, supported by a $2,000
donation from the Haymarket People's
Fund, cost approximately $11,000, said
BAGLSC member Joanne Dauphinee.
Dauphinee estimates the group will be
$2,000 in the hole and hopes to cover the
outstanding bills by fundraising at monthly
dances.

...,...Our People
.
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A Raving Fundamentalist From the Hills of
Appalachia Turned Raving Visionary Faggot
An Interview with New York City Gay .Activist and Writer Darrell Yates Rist
by Elze

Darrell Yates Rist writes and talks from
the heart , with a passion and fervor that
bespeak his fundamentalist roots in the hills
of Appalachia right across from Huntington, West Virginia, and Ashland , Kentucky , the hills where he grew up . For
some time, I have hungrily devoured his
occasional articles in The Advocate. I sit
as riveted to his written words as I did to
his speech at this year's Charlie Howard
Memorial Day event.
··
Rist says the hard stuff, the stuff that is
not polite, the stuff that neither pleases the
politicians nor many gay and Jesbiap activists , the stuff that pushes the debate on
AIDS (and other issues) from the right,
where it has stirred for too long, further
to the left where it belongs.
Rist also says the stuff that speaks directly to our spirits, the stuff that causes us to
weep in recognition of how coufdgeous
and dignified we are as a community struggling to live and love in the face of daily
homophobic brutalities .
' A long-time writer and activist , Rist's
work has appeared in The Village Voice,
Harper's, the New York Native,
· Christopher Street, and The Advocate,
among others .
Also a filmmaker, one of Rist's finest
hours came while working for Encyclopedia Britannica in 1983 as the producer
of a documentary on Washington, D.C .,
w)1.en he managed to record Nancy Reagan
at her worst on a tape recorder, unnoticed
by White House staff.
Though Rist arranged in advance to film
and script Nancy Reagan giving· a· tour of
the White House, Reagan's staff surprised
the Britannica crew upon its arrival. "The
nasty wretches _started taking our cameras
and tape recorders away,'' Rist remembered. The White House staffers insisted
they'd frame the shots and direct the production.
"But I had a tape recorder under my left ·
arm , under my jacket," Rist said , chuckling. "I reached under and turned it on. No
one noticed. When Nancy Reagan walked
in, she bitched at everyone, made the cattiest of comments, stamped her feet when
she wanted a glass of water, and whined .
I got it all on tape ."
The result? A much-applauded piece in
Christopher Street and Harper's which so
angered the Reagans that they cancelled the
formal ceremonies at which Britannica
Film's president was to present the
documentary in a gold-plated can.
Currently traveling around the country
doing research for a book on the lives of
rural gay men, Rist founded, along with
several other writers, the Gay & Lesbian
Alliance Against Defamation ·in 1985 .
GLAAD launched a massive campaign that
year against homophobic reporting in the
media and homophobic remarks from public officials.
In Maine over the Fourth of July weekend to keynote the third annual Charlie

Howard Memorial Day, Rist and his lover ,
Bob Cataldo, also celebrated their tenth anniversary. ''This year I promised him a
quiet anniversary , '' Rist said, as Rist was
among the gay and lesbian activists who
led thousands of comrades on Independence Day la.st year in a protest marking
the Statue of Liberty 's IOOth anniversary .
Exerpts from Rist's speech appear below
in italics .

We can be intimidated into silence by all
this brutality, or we can anger and.fight.
But fury needs an object and who, we
might ask, can we blame? Let me tell you,
we must name names - loudly, unapologetically, even violently when it's necessary.
Ronald Reagan isn't just some innocent
bystander, a pawn ofhistory, a dolt. He's
a perpetrator as callous as Hitler, a man
who has reigned with his cynically avuncular smile over the most vulgar strategies
this country has kn.own, to plunder the
human rights.offeeble, impoverished countries like Nicaragua, of the poor, of Blacks
and other Americans of color, of women,
of fags, and of dykes. He is the man who
could not utter AIDS until six years into
this epidemic, when death was taking control of the kind of folk he'd like to think
were dispensable. He is the man whose
only pui;Jlicly known response to AIDS, until this year, was to laugh at cabinet officer Donald Regan's joke that to deal with ·
Muammar Kaddafi, the U.S. should ·send
him to San Francisco in drag, which he
reportedly had a propensity for, so he'd get
AIDS.
.
Stop calling Ronald Reagan absentminded. Stop saying he's misguided. Stop
excusing him by calling him a fnovie star
who got too far, a man who's somehow
good as a human being, but simply unequipped to be the president. No more
pandering. Call him evil because that's
what .he is .. .
Name names. Judge Bork, Reagan's new
Nazi-fashioned nominee to judge our lives
from the Supreme Coµrt bench, who has
vowed time after time in his career that
woman's right to an abortion must be overturned and that the right to love among
members of the same sex has no place in
the Constitution. His Bill of Rights is just
to protect the bigots.

Could you talk about the book you're
doing, why you're doing that particular
book, and your vision for it?
The title of the book says a lot about it.
The name is Heartlands: The Gay Man's
Odyssey Across America. And what I
believe, particularly after working pretty
deeply in New York gay politics for several years, is that those of us in the cities
weren' t understanding what gay people
really needed. We had all these assumptions about what gay people wanted, what
gay people needed, how gay people should
get it.

I'm from the hills. I'm a 'hillbilly. I
started thinking about myself. I don't want
some of the things we were talking about,
or some of the ways that they, the leaders;
. were suggesting we get them , ways that I
know are not sympathetic to what people
back home can buy into.
I decided I wanted to do a book that increased our understanding of on..! another,
primarily. and increased straight people's
understanding ofus. During the AIDS epidemic, while we say there's be«en a lot of
publicity about gay people and that gay
people are' better understood than ever, I'm
not sure I believe that. I think we're more
misunderstood than ever because the media
has picked up on what it calls the gay community - in New York, San Francisco ,
Houston, Chicago, and Atlanta, and it's ignoring where most homosexual men and
women live - in small towns and in the
country , in the deserts and in the moun- ,
tains .
And my real hope was that I would find
what I'm finding - an amazing political
and moral strength among gay people in
·the most remote places . They are out in
their home areas, which means they've had
to deal with their families and their close
friends, the people they went to high
school with.
We come to New York . We go to Chicago . We go to Houston and San Francisco , and we live in one big closet. We
don't have to deal with our parents. We
don't have to deal with our friends. We
live in wonderfully safe anonymity . And
we then presume to tell people how to fight

the fight for gay rights! No. Excuse
There's something wrong there.

me:

Are there any stories you've heard in
your travels around the country in doing the research for your book that surprised you?
There's a whole group of'stories among
gay men that have been really revealing in the W.est, the streng~ of the country 'n'
western movement, the · dance bars, the
whole rodeo circuit. It's a lifestyle. Those
people live for the rodeo. There are _now
five regional rodeos, I think, and the in. ternational during the course of a year.
They practice for it. Many of them live ori
ranches and farms . We don't think of the
average gay man doing that. But over and
over again, gay men said to me "- the
young and the very old (And that, of
cours_e, is the other really encouraging ·
thing I see in that country 'n' western
lifestyle . The young and old, the men and
women , mix at the bars and at the rodeos.
There's a real comradery.) that they would
not be out of the closet if it weren't for the
country ' n' western movement.
They grew up in a very traditional rural
setting, and they saw themselves vis-a-vis
San Francisco and New York and said,
''I'm not that way. I want a little house in
the country . I want to hold on to my rural
traditions., which i·nclude two-stepping and
square dancing. I want a monogamous relationship. ''
I hasten to say I'm not a promoter of
monogamy, but I believe that to set up a
stringent ideology within the community
that says to be monogamous is not to be

-
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gay is wrong . I think that's been falling
aside during AIDS , anyway, but it still exists. In the big cities we have the jerk-off
clubs and a lot of places for public sex. A
lot of those people out in New Mexico ,
Arizona, Colorado, and Nevada are not interested in that. They want an environment
they feel comfortable in.
That whole movement - which is huge,
absolutely huge, and pervasive - is igno,red by the national gay rights movement. None of those people have gotten
one of the awards from the Fund for
Human Dignity or from the Human Rights
Campaign Fund. There's no recognition of
the bumpkins. We in the cities -are so
sophisticated; we'll recognize our own .
But the people who are really pulling gays
and lesbians together out in the middle of
the country-don't get even a nod. There's .
something outrageous about that.
There is also an incredible depth of
spirituality among those people. Some of
_it's traditional , although I'd argue that it's
hard for any gay man or lesbian to be tradi-

Many gay men and lesbians will tell you
that in frightened times like these, there
isn 1t time for introspection , only action.
They'll tell you not to criticize each other,
that in the middle of AIDS, dissent will
weaken us. They'll tell .us that we must
band together uncritically, in blind, unthinking love. And they, the leaders of the
national movement, all too often, in
Washington, or San Francisco , or New
York, tell us what to do. They are wrong.
A movement that stifles dissent, no matter
. how harsh , a movement that will not
criticize itself, is exercising a death wise.
It witrdie ...
When one of our. national leaders has
continuaUy, despite intelligent criticism to
the contrary, stated that we 're willing to
give up life insurance without a fight if we
test positive to the antibodie., to the socalled AIDS Virus, though without an insurance policy we can 't even get" a mortgage on our homes - when a national gay
leader compromises our dignity, our
equality, in order to curry favor with cor-

"We're willing ·to kill a lot of people in order to look
lily clean in the eyes of the erotophobes. We'll close down
our·bathhouses. We'll close down our bars. We'll clean
up our talk. And we'll lose a lot of lives. Those bathhouses
were saving lives.''
tional . Once you intrude yoursel( on the
traditional religion , it changes. That
spirituality - Catholics, Protestants ,
shamanistic radic3:l faerie gatherings and
beliefs, worship of the sun, the moon, and
the stars - is very , very strong, anq it's
brought people together in such an inexorably intense bonding, and you realize no
amount of political pressure cart break that.
When our primary bond was sex, when
that'~ all it was, ·it_w~s easy to break apart .
And I don't meaifto denigrate-that-. I think
that played a very important tole in our
lives. But when our ~xuality , our brotherhood , our sisterhood, our taitb in one
another and in ouF lives , in· out value for
one another as it's being expre, sed out
West, as I sa}V it on that trip, "Yllen all of
that comes together there's n? way people
can assault us . They can scream. They can
shout. They can pass all the laws they
want . I came away from that trip feeling
_
safe for the first time in my life. .

And those are·not pe9ple involved in
gay/lesbian political work as we usually
conceive of it, though they are making
incredibl~ changes.
Right. They ' re not people who are involved in the traditional political organizahons . But I would argue that the political
impact of what they're doing is far greater
than a~ything that has been achieved by
any _gay and lesbian political organization,
.especially in '.those areas of the country .
They've changed the minds of their
parents, their brothers , their sisters, their
friends , and by claiming a traditional
American herit,age. And once again , I'm
not proposing that we should all get on the
bandwagon of America. But we have to
realize what that does. They're claiming
all this country 'n' western tradition .
They're staying in their churches. They ' re
living in their hometowns. You can't get
a law in the legislature until you've
changed people' s minds.

porate power and the heterosexist status
quo - he's wrong and he's culpable.
When Rep. Karen Clark and Sen. Alan
Spear, both openly-gay legislators in Minnesota, vote "yes" on a frightening'
quarantine bill for people with AIDS antibodies, something is wrong in this
movement.
.
When.a board member of an important
gay organization in New York can confess
to me with antagonistic pride that he voted
for Ronald Reagan not just once, but twice,
and would do so again, let me tell you ,
something is wrong. . .
•
An4 when ovt;r and over, the movement 's_
1
most visible leaders focus and obsess only
on AIDS and expect us to do the same, both
lesbians and gay men, while leaving gay
rights legislation, lesbian.health care lesbian issues period, the cu~tody of our
children, the cruel prbblems of gay youth ,
anti-gay violence, while letting those burning issues simply smoke in the wind when that is happening, let me tell you,
something is wrong in this movement. "

.What do you think the strengths of the
national organizations are, and what
would they have to do to transform their
weakness?
In being conservative, they have presented themselves in a very straight manner to the politicians, to the power structure. They are comfortable lesbians and
gay men. You gain comfortable and immediate access to the sources of power.
There's a downside. The downside is
that to compromise, constantly and all too
much. I think they have to be there. The
polite ones have to be there. I value the National Gay & Lesbian Task Force. I value
the Human Rights Campaign Fund. But we
have to put them in a context. We have to
see where their value is and where their
value ends . Don ' t destroy them . Don't
~are destroy those organizations. If they
go down , so do we . But they have to be
tolerant in allowing more radical groups
to come up behind them and play the bad

cop. We've got to pour o·ut into the street
and we have to pressure them .
I've f~und Jeff Levi , in particular, condescending and boorish when it came to
a~m~tting the validity of any group that
dtdn t pander. And Jeff is wrong. He is
wrong . He is dangerously wrong . NGLTF
could have fed off the energy of GLAAD
the year GLAAD organized. Instead , they
tried to turn their backs on GLAAD.
No organization was more condescending and more intransigent in cooperating
with GLAAD than Lambda Legal Defense . They chanced to gain a lot by the
energy and the angry street radicalism
GLAAD unleashed , but they didn 't even
want to sit down with us. They've lost
because of it.
Are we in good shape? I don't think
we're in good shape. I think we' re in horrible.shape. Things have been gained by the
nat10nal movement, but in pieces. It's time
to gain whole geographies, not street corners .
We have to save· our national organizations . But we have to criticize them , too ,
and I think we have to criticize them even
while we' re criticizing government and
homophobes. A movement that does not
dissent is/ exercising a death wish.
The real failure - the failure we better
come to grips with now before we doom
. this movement - is the failure to address
lesbian issues and gay· male issues broader
than AIDS .
Women have been asked to be mothers
again. We have said to lesbians: "Dear
hearts, the boys are suffering . Put
yourselves aside. Go back into the kitchen
and the nursery . Take care of us . And
when this is all over, you can take care of
yourselves again .,., Because, believe me,
I don't think the rilen are going to come·
and take care of the lesbians after this is .
all over.
If we don't start raising a loud voice of
angry dissent over the way this movement
has gotten sidetracked on AIDS, we're going to doom the movement. We ' re going
to have AIDS drugs, and maybe u cure for
AIDS , and a life for homosexuals that is
unbearable.
AIDS rights is not gay rights. Every time
I see an0ther fundraising letter from an
organization that tells me, what they've
.done for AIDS , I applaud. But then when
they tell me how that is gay rights, I rage .
When you ' ve gained a foothold into the
mire of AIDS funding , AIDS ·care, AIDS
treatment, AIDS cures , AIDS vaccines , .
you've done a great deal. You've helped
save our lives. But you ar~ not doing
anything for the lesbian mother who's losing her children.
Gay people are angry. I think they're
angry all over the country. I don't think
we have an organization yet that allows us
to unleash that anger and that energy . In
trying to control our anger, they're destroying the political good that anger can
do . They're losing the !TI0ment.

straight man or woman who's our friend,
should be shamed by this movement out of
fighting for our lives on the battlegrounds.
If nothing else, in our absorption with gay
men and AIDS, we fail as a cause if we
don't stop denying that lesbians are homosexuals, too, oppressed and have battles
of their own to fight.

How did you get to where you are
right now from your roots in fundamentalist religion?
Raving fundamentalist - Pentecostal. I
took·it seriously , unlike Jerry Falwell and
Pat Robertson . I believed it when they
talked about morality and- charity and
changing the world, and they didn' t. And
when you start applying the tenets of your
faith passionately and emotionally, and you
see that the real flak you' re getting is from
within the church, then you realize there's
something wrong . You start realizing the
conflicts are not to be simply worked out
and smoothed over. They're giving you a
sharp message that you don't belong there.
But a lot of the things that brand of
religion taught me is stuff I still value.
There was a lot of anger in fundamentalism
- anger against sin. There was a lot of
passion for doing things that were right .
What they thought they were doing right,
I could never· work up my passions for,
like trying to close down bars. But all of
that passion and sense of righteous i!Jdignation, and the willingness to do anything to
defend that faith , have value when you
start applying that to your own life.
I've often told my mother that she's to
blame for my gay activism, not for my being gay , but for my gay activism, because
she taught me to fight for t1_1e things I
believect in. For awhile, it was carrying a
great big Bible to school and being embarrassed by it. You were supposed. to be a
_fool for Christ. So you carried your Bible,
jOU testified , they giggled at you , you 'd
be embarrassed, but you wouldn't stop because you had heaven to gain. Well, I have
my rights to gain , and rm willing to be
egregiously embarrassed for my freedom
and the freedom of people like me.

Why did you help found the Gay and .
Lesbian Alliance Against ~fan,ation in '

1985?

Aside from just my backgrotJnd in gay
activism , that particular focus came partly out of being a journalist and writing
about sexual liberation and the · role of
public sexual establishments i'n the development of the politics and consciousness
of gay men , but realizing that didn' t say
it all . There were people living quiet little
lives in Long Island who never took part
in those places . And it came part!.Jutof
hearing the papers take up the cry of AIDS
and blame the bathhouses, blame gay men,
present us all as promiscuous. I happen to
think promiscuity of a protected, safely exercised sort can be very important in developing a person's gay politics and sense
of brotherhood. It's been a very important
psychosexual playground to work out a lot
of the oppression of the past.
AIDS is a horror; But it is not the only
But once again, it was the disgust of seehorror in our lives. We cannot afford to
ing the media sum all of us up by one
pretend it is. In time, we may come to
description . ·And then to denigrate places
under stand it is not even the greatest one.
Hatred is , and l:igotry. None of the vicious like the Mineshaft in New York City and
the bathhouses when they had no idea what
ness that has always assaulted us has
went on there . The stereotypes of gay men
gone away just because AIDS has come.
as sexually-driven began apP,earing jn the
And though we are indebted to every gay
·man and to every lesbian who has warred
continued on page 8
against AIDS, no gay man, no lesbian, no
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Interview
media more and more, some of them in
screaming headlines.
l>eople were very angry in New York at
that time . There wasn't one organization
prepared to take people out on the streets
and Jet them really _fight. There was no
organized method to confront the media or
public officials other than to write letters.
One night, a number of us had just attended a safe sex forum for Gay Men's
Health Crisis and we were standing around
the kitchen. We had been talking for a long
time about the responsibility of the media .
But that night our offense had reached
such a level that Gregory said, "Then let's
ge~ together on Monday night and form a
group." We realized the gay and lesbian
movement did not have an organization
that focused on defamation from the
media, from public figures, from the society as a· whole, and corrected that in a
number of ways .
The organization; at this point, is not at
all what it was formed to be. But the
energy it unleashed spawned a lot of other
organizations and a Jot of activism.
We expected 150 people the first night
. we met in the churcti, the same ones that
show up all the time. Between 700 and 800
came and it was covered in the Times , and
everyone was absolutely astounded at the
energy they felt.

What should we learn from GLAAD's
experience?

people in Bangor and the north-of Maine,
in the deserts of New Mexico . They go to _
those people and say: " What ace your concerns? What would you like to do about
them? What will work in your community? How can we plug that into a national
agenda?"
But the national leaders have nothing but
disdain for the people. They don' t want to
listen to the people. They have all the
answers themselves . There has never been
one national gay leader that has shown up,
at least as far as I can find out, to one of
the rodeos. The rodeos have thousands and
thousands of participants over the course ·
of a year . They're willing to pay tons of
money. They want to get on the bandwagon. They're openly gay . They're risking having their faces on TV even though
they have to go back to their ranch in
Wyorning . And yet, we don't honor that.
They'll tell you in Washington what the
agenda is. They should be sending people
out. I've heard all the excuses I want to
hear: · "There's not enough money."
They ' ll get the money if they go out, if
they show up in Bangor and give an inspired presentation, then sit down and
listen and ask, "What do you think I
should do?" I think we' re probably the only national social movement that will protect our national leaders even when they ' re .
absolute fools. We need to hold t~ese people accountable.

Yesterday in a workshop, you talked
about gay men as pioneers, that what
gay men did and do in-.bathhouses pio'neered different conceptions of sex. We
have AIDS now, the accompanying sexphobia, and some gay people buying into that. With the closing of the bathhous~s, what has been lost? .

The issues are really complicated. It had
to do with political ideologies . It had to do
. with ineptitudes of a number of us in a
number of areas. I would claim my own
very particular·ineptitude in organizational
structure being, as far as I'm_concerned,
reactiqnarily conservative-, having no viT.he freedom to fantasize, to explore
sion, .no understanding of the political and
your fantasies in the setting of reality ;
emotional needs of'this community. One
therefore, your creativit)' . The uses of sex
of them was a Reagan Republican. That in each of our Jives is very individualistic.
9idn't come out before he got on the board.
For some of us, it may be as narrow as an
But after he - was on the board and had
expression of affection. By saying narrow ,
begun to ·~ield a lot-of power, ft came out,
I'm not denigrating it. For' others of us,
and then you saw the reasons for his wieldit was political rel,,ellion. It was flying in
ing a lot of influence in squashing anything
the face of not just our lifetime's oppresthat seemed too radical or too angry ,.anger
. sion, but the cegturies of oppression that
being radical. .If you're angry, you ' re a
set the ideology that was strangling us.
:/
·
sexually.
radical and you ' re· dangerous.
What happened to GLAAD, in part, was
And psychological play . I believe there
that bureaucrats took over. We can't
is nothing more primal than sex , and that
diminish the role of those of us who acted
you can work out every bizarre fantasy and
as spokespeople, like me, who were inpsychological quirk you have in sex. No
capable of really structuring an organizaone has a right to take that ~way from you .
tion . I'm not diminshing my responsibiliNo one has a right to intrude on that. My
ty in the failure of that organization.
cock and my balls are mine to use as I
But I have this dream still , that people
please when the other person is consenting .
~ ,who are smart in organization and people
I even believe that extends to the freedom
who the street radicals and visionaries can
to play dangerously. I don 't believe it' s
come together and work together and build
smart. I might raise questions about the
something that woµld inspire this whole
morality of it. But when two people are
national community , bring us all out on the
consenting, I have no right to step in.
streets and force the hand of the politicians.
I can hear the shrills coming up. There
GLAAD is not going to be the organizaare a lot of things in this world we play
roulette with - sports, smoking , things we
tion to do that.
What do the· visionaries do?
get pleasure and thrill from . We always try
The visionaries look at the people - the
to shove sex off in another category, dis- ·
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tinct from every other human expression.
We're not willing to control and contain
a Jot of human expression that is patently
dangerous and often leads us to death. But
we ' re so erotophobic_that we pretend sex
is somehow vastly different from every- .
thing else. The more they control our sexuality , the more sex, itself, becomes a
means of control. Women have suffered
from that forever . I think one of the
reasons they ' re trying to control sex now
is to scare women and faggots back into
behaving themselves.
I think a lot of us have succumbed to it.
I will defend anyone's right to be monogamous. I will defend anyone's right to be ·
abstinent. But I also will -defend anyone ' s
Tight to be promiscuous and to have sex
in the bathhouses, and to have sex in the
bathrooms.
One thing that's always missed is the
role of those places in teaching gay men
how to have sex safely . Over a year ago,
when they were closing the bathhouses, I
pid a piece for the Village Voice on the
bathhouses . I spent six weeks going in and
out of them. It was glorious. The one thing
I found was that the level of education in
those places and the level of safe sexual
activity were very, very high. I play, and
I met a whole range of people - my tastes
are very eclectic - and I found that people were not willing to have unsafe sex .
Where had they lea:-ned it? They had
learned it in the bathhouses. A Jot of them
wer.e married from Long Island. One man
told m~ that, until he found the bathhouses,
the only way he knew to have sex was by
picking up other married men who droye
around a particular block in Long Island.
Is that where he's going to get his education? No.
We' re willing to kill a lot of people in
order to look lily clean in the eyes of the
erotophobes . We'll close down our bathhouses . We ' ll close down our bars. We'll
clean up our talk . And we'll lose a Jor of
liv_c!s. Those J?athhouses were saving lives.
I don't care what role they played in the
1970s when we wer.e ignorant'of disease .
They were playing a very d_ifferent one
now.

What importance does coiningout have
in 1987?
Coming out !)as gotten shoved back as
a debate. It used to be a very active debate
in the community :._ what coming out
meant , what its value was , how you dicl
it. I'm so troubled by the idea of people
who. refuse to come out that I get a little
apoplectic about it to the point · where I
... can ' t any longer think clearly about it.
So, I've turned my focus mor to my own
process of coming out, and saying, "There
are people who will never come out , and
I have no right to drag them out unless
they ' re anti-gay. " That' s where I think
guerilla tactics are in order. If you have
a senator, or a legislator, or a preacher
who is really trying to do this community
in , and you have the dope oil him , you spill
it. That 's what yeu do .

If you have a sympathetic legislator who
says, "I will lose my constituency if I
come out, but let me stay in the closet and
I will do every damn thing I can for. this
community," then I'd say , honor that,
honor that .
But when you start looking at us_who are
out, you see how little we are out.. The
anecdote I told this afternoon about my
mother: What is keeping me from holding
Bob's hand in front of my parents? Is my
father going to rise up and kill me? Am
I going to Jose my writing career? Will I
lose my apartment? None of that. Will I
lose my inheritance? There's none to gain.
What am I afraid of? It's shame.
When our only reason for not coming
out is shame, there is no reason at all. And
I think we, as gay people who are activists
and out, had better start turning to introspection, being less concerned about
those people who will never come out and
more concerned about the extent to which
we· are out.
Coming up here on the plime, I forget
the exact incident now , but someone asked
me something. The legitimate answer
would have been , "I have to ask my
lover,'' or ''My lover takes care of.that.' '
Instead , I cloaked it. I cushioned it so that
this person never really knew we were
more than buddies. And I resented it and
was angry at myself.

What has impressed you abou~
Maine?
The same thing impresses me here about
the gay community that impresses me in
places like New Mexico. The courage impresse:; 'me.-I know the conference brings ,
a very special group of people togeth~r, but
that doesn't diininished the fact that there
are,a helluva lot of people living in isolated places who are out. I think that's wonder- '
fuf.
·

Let me tell you where our real strength.
lies, how we will succeed. It is through our
self-respect, our courage, our love for one
another, which is burgeoning. I believe,
in each of us ...
We can 't'di!,pe ourselves and we cannoi
compromise . .We are not free, no matter
. how comfortable some of us have become,.
We are in bondage like the poor, and the
people of color, and women. But we ca_n
dream and our dreams , if we believe them~
will in time become our freedom. In the
face of violent hatred and in the face 'of
AIDS, when even our mildest fantasies
often seem absurd and unsafe, we must
dream . . .
And let us sat .it loudly enough so that
every bright bigot understands, in the state
of Maine and (hroughout this country, our
love, like our anger, is endless. It is strong.
It is unassailable. We won 't go back. We
won 't shut up. We won't stop fighting. We
won 't quit until we 've made our fantasies
of freedom real for all the Charlie Howard 's of the world. We will not stop short
of freedom .
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Autumnfest
continued from page 1
The final choice of the award winner
will be determined by a mail ballot. If you
would like to give your support to anyone
· of the candidates - or if you want to vote
. for any other person in our state to whom
you feel we owe a debt of gratitude - mail
your entry to:
Harbor Masters, Inc.
P.O. Box 4044
Station "A"
Portland, Maine 04101
The final event of Autumnfest will be the
annual Sunday, Harbor Masters' Flea
-Market. This year - -get ready - the flea
market will be held in the parking lot of

the Super Shop 'N Save on Forest Avenue
just off I-295. (That is not a typographical
.error and, no , I don't know how they
managed that one!)
.
There'll be refreshments on sale, good
folks to meet and talk with, and plenty of
bargains as well among the used items and
the native crafts that are the market's
regular features.
If you'd like to put some of your crafts
on the market, or if this is a good time for
you to clean out your basement or garage,
you can rent a table for $10.
For more information on the Flea Market - or on any other part of Autumnfest,
call, in Portland, 774-4785 after 4 p.m.
We deserve your participation. You do
too . We' ve all worked hard for this one!
It's been that kind of year.

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
••
•••
•: My choice for the 1987 Community Appreciation Award is
•:•
•

:

(please check one):

•
:•.
••
:
••
:
••:
•:•
•:

:

Roland Blais

•••
••:

Dick Harrison

:

Vince Belanger

••

••:
•:•
•:

Dale M~Cormick

.
.

.

or
)-

.

(Your own nomine.e; please tell us
who and why you made this choice:

:

:

;

•••
••
••

••••

••
••
·•
•:

.
:
.
························~··································
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Return to: Harbor Masters
Box 4044, Station A
Portland, ME 04101
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Schroeder Tests Maine Waters
by Brenda Buchanan
Colorado Rep. Pat Schroeder was in
Maine July 26 for a series of coffees intended to gauge the degree of support she
can expect if she enters the race for the
Democratic nomination for President.
At a gathering in Portland, Schroeder
said the Democrats should abandon the
idea they'll be handed the presidency "if
they're nice." She called for vigorous
debate of the issues identifying the federal
deficit, foreign policy, the family, and the
environment as subjects in need of detailed
discussion .
On lesbian/gay issues, Schroeder is
clearly in the liberal camp. She is a cosponsor of the federal civil rights bill, and
also backs Rep . Barney Frank's immigration reform bill. The immigration would
repeal a section of the law which bars gay
men and lesbians from entering the country. Although homosexuality is not
specifically mentioned in the act.
references are made to excluding people
based on ''psychopathic personality traits''
and "sexual deviation." Those terms have
been interpreted by the courts as meaning
lesbians and gay men.

On AIDS, Schroeder is a proponent of
widespread , frank education. "You've got
to put out in a way people will understand
it," she said . She dismissed the Reagan administration's approach to educating the
public about AIDS. "This 'just say no'
stuff is a joke," she said.
Schroeder is planning to decide by midSeptember whether to enter the race. If the
money is there, she said, she probably
would go for it. She said while she could
"think of a lot of better ways to spend my
life" than being President, she is frustrated
enough by the govenment's direction to
consider it seriously.
"I'm really not in it for the ego food ,
and I'm worried about those who are," she
said.

Apologies to Dean Cail for omitting
his name on qis poem, "Under Your
Shirt", which appeared in the August
issue of Our Paper.
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SIGNIFICANT OTHERS
by Armistead Maupin
Harper & Row, $9.95
by Alan Trautmann

/

I can 't say I like the title of Armistead
Maupin's most recent novel , but I can't
deny its appr_opriateness for this wonderful serio-comit reflection on the 1980s.
Significant Others is Maupin's fifth socalled San Francisco novel and is , thankfully as amusing and thought-provoking as
the previous four . Those of us who have
read him before have come to expect a few
basic and important things: l) a plot so fantastic and marvelously intertwined that-only a successfully played game of Twister
cou!J rival it; 2) a multitude of funny lines,
usually reflecting some basic human inanity , but delivered with sympathetic understanding, as all good satire should be; and
3) a light-handed and gentle social conscious(.J.ess that chides and scolds societal
foolishness in a tone of friendly sarcasm .
We have not been disappointed by his most
recent effort.
Maupin's novelistic style is very simple.
Each chapter is constructed around one of
his major characters and hides a little story
. hook that pulls you inescapably further into
the noyel, as if Maupin were standing on
a little dock at the end of the last chapter
with a little literary fishing ·rod, wondering why it took you so long to get there .
An impatient reader like my sister (she
found out her baby 's sex as soon after conception as is possible) would skip ahead to
the next chapter that focused on whatever
character it was that she was infatuated
with at the time, and then go back and read
. all · the chapters on the n~xt · (avorite
'character and..;so on until she had read ·
everything . But'that would be very silly,
· as so much of the pleasure of reading
Maupin is in seeing how this convoluted
plot unfolds and how every coincidence,
character, and sub-plot is d-rawn together.
One's credulity is always being tested but
one always be·lieves Maupin , in the end.
A key plotting de~ice in Significant
Others is based upori a strange coincidence
in time, place, and attitude. The Grove, an
exclusive two week camp for men only ,
· whose real function is'' ... escape, pure and
simple," provid'ing "a secret haven where
captains of.industry am:J pillars of government could let down their guard and indulge in the luxury of first-name-only
camaraderie,'" is situated just upstream
from Wimminwood, a women 's music
festival and women-only space with
" thousands of half-naked women going
berserk in the redwoods." Both events occur at the same time, needless to say. And
it is delicious savoring the process that
ends with Booter Manigault of Pacific Excelsior (a major defense contractor) and the

Reagan staff, ending up with Mabel through "Wimminwood, an "hour long
odyssey [that] took them through most of
high priestess of the Wimminwood Party
Animals and archrival of Rose, a lesbian
the subdivisions at Wimminwood: through
fascist and security freak who incurred the
the chemical-free and chemical-tolerant
communities, through the zone for the
unending wrath of Mabel by confiscating
her crossbow at the Michigan Women's
loud-and-rowdy , the zone for the differFestival - in Mabel's RV in the middle
ently-abled, the zone for sober support.
of the n~ht in a ravine off the side of the
'. God ,' said Polly when they reached the
road , drunk and eating Butterfingers. And
river bank, 'it's a wonder they don't issue
i
us fuck:iri' visas or somethin .' "
that's just a sub-plot.
. The real plots concentrate on l) Brian
But this is .a serious novel as well. In a
Hawkins - erstwhile philanderer turned
beautiful chapter, Maupin-deals with AIDS
professional father and occassional adultand how it has affected the gay communierer - and his bout with what most of us
ty in San Francisco . Michael Tolliver
gay men endure every so often: AIDS panreflects: ''it wasn't just an epidemic
anymore; it was a famine , a starvation of
ic ; 2) Michael "Mouse" Tolliver, who
emerges from his celibate hermitage
the spirit, whicp sooner or later afflicted
through the coaj ing of handsome Thack
everyone. Some people capitulated to the
Sweeney whom he meets on a tour of Aleaterror, turning inward in their panic ,
traz Island with a dozen Catholic schoolavoiding the gaze of strangers on the street.
girls , all having decided to take the
Others adopted a sort of earnest gay frater' ' Discipline'' lecture tour; 3) the marriage
nalism, enacting the rituals of safe-sex
of DeDe Halcyon and D'orothea (find out
orgies with all the clinical precision of
how they renew their commitment to each
Young Pioneers dismantling.their automatother through widely different experiences
ic weapons ." My god, what an analogy .
at Wimminwood) ; and 4) the saving of the
But Michael tries not to despair, thinking
Barbary Lane steps. Imagine Anna Madrithat "the worst of times in San Francisco
was still better than the best of times
gal (" A man and a girl") in chains and a
tweed jacket. I will leave discussion of plot
anywhere else. There was beauty here and
the.re, or else they would have to make this
conspicuous bravery and civilized straight
newspaper into a book.
people who were doing their best to help."
Through it all come the howlers - the
· And at the event that prevented him from
lines that make you laugh so hard you put
being on time for the JO party, a welcome
down the book and hold your sides. The
home for an openly gay couple th~t surfirst one comes on page 3. Mary Ann Sinvived a hijacking in Beirut, Michael
gleton , now become a classic Y-person
notices the great gay coupling craze of the
(that stands for young urban profes~ional),
'80s. He "noticed how many couples there
is complaining to her husband Brian
were, how many broad backs settled
against broad chests as tenor voices filled
Hawkins , about the maid's forgetting to .
buy toilet paper. It' s early in the morning,
the warm night. The world was pairing off
but: Brian has the presence of mind to rethese days, no doubt about it." I find these
fleet that he had ~' shared a special rapport
passages so poignant, the imagery somewith the Vietnamese maid ever since hf;'d
times harsh , sometimes sexy, but always
discovered she couldn't tell the difference
so accurate, and the insights so acute. And
between Raid. and Pledge·. '' His pact of
I feel a great sadness for Michael,and all
silence regarding the incident seemed the
of the men like him, men who have los.t
very least he-could do for a woman w ·l'!ffl!er'-....... loven and dozen-s-of"frtends to Alps but
uncle had been killed in an American born- ·
who still keep on trying and are still,
bing run over the Mekong .Delta.
- somehow , .doing all right. It is so sad; but
it is also aq inspiration for a hard and
, The :next howler cornes on page 4 when
Brian discovers that his daughter Shawna
desperate time. And this is, I suppose, the
ha~s traded her Cabbage Patch Preemie for
thing Maupin is most trying to say in the
a toy.tank . "He felt a vague responsibili- _ novel; that despite all the hardships , the
ty to be angry , but he couldn't help smiltragedy that daily surrounds us, the plening at the· inevitable scene in the condo
titude of sadness, the challenge is to create
across the-hallway: Cap Sorenson, the ultiour own happy endings, to find joy and
mate Reaganite, returning home after a
happiness and contentment. And above all ,
to never forget how to laugh .
hard day of software and racquetball, only to come upon Daddy's'little soldier playing mommy to a premature Cabbage Patch
doll ." The irony in both of these passages
is just so perfect. "
Later on, Michael finds out from an embarassing tardiness that "there is no such
thing as being fashionably late for a JO·
party .'' And at Wimminwood; DeDe finds
out from her new friend Polly that she is ·
a " Dowry-Dyke" .as they take a walk
Visiting the ·Boston/Cambridge area?
Marigold 's Band B for women welcomes
you with lovely sinoke-free rooms, fresh
fruit , flowers , warm hospitality . " Close to
everything." 617-244-8617 .

MAINE'S ONLY PRIVATE GAY CLUB
"COME JOll'J US"
NIGHTLY 8PM TO 1AM

2 BATES STREET 784-?.251
GAME ROOM/ DISCO
HAPPY HOUR THURS. & SUN. -ALL HIGHT !

Classifieds

Wanted: Resp1>nsible male roommate.
To share two bedroorti apartment with
male , 39, in Portland. North Deering area
by Northgate shopping center. Rent $250,
security deposit plus half of utilities. Call
'878-2528 between 7 a.m. and 2 p.m.
GWM, 30, 5'7", 140 lbs. , brown hair ,
blue eyes, masculine , seeks man 25-35 for
sincere, honest relationship . I am healthy ,
have a secure job and my own home. If
you are ready for a mature , stable, relationship respond to Boxholder, P .O. Box
2362 , Lewiston, Me. 04240.
Roommate wanted: L 40 's and 2 cats
seek responsible, professional , n~m-drug
user G or L to share Falmouth home beginning mid-September. Own space upstairs.
$280/month plus V2 utilities . Call 871-2666
after 5 p.'m .

"RESPONDING TO CHAOS"
with actor/writer JUDY SLOAN
SUNDAY, OCTOBER 18, 1987,
2:30, HANCOCK AUDITORIUM,
ELLSWORTH, MAINE
Meet Judy Sloan and you meet a roomful of people, all characters. You meet Jennifer, a precocious youngster with daggerlike observations · about everything from
the stars in the sky to sex; Rheba , the hairdresser turned rock and roll singer·of her
own band , THE BEAUTICIANS , who
sees the world through a creme ri.nse;
Muriel , a current events lecturer; Filomela
Fazooli, a gentle clown with .a knack for '
juggling; and Sophie, an elder Jewish
woman with a memory for every occassion. And , of course, there is Judy Sloan,,
whose humor and insights have graced
stages throughout the United States and
Israel.
Sophie is Sloan's most popular and am-·
· bitious work to date. As part of an expansive oral history project, she listened to the
reminiscences of older European Jews,
·weaving that wisdom that only comes with
time into a precious woven tapestry of
monologues and songs, capturing the
essence of a hidden generation . By bringing Sophie into a contemporary world , her
recollections subt]y·demonstrate that there
is little difference between the bigotry and
hatred exhibited in the Holocaust and the
disapprovals voiced about marriages between people of differing backgrounds or her grandaughter loving another woman , As Sloan said in an interview, "!wanted to create ~n image of an older
Jewish woman who was ·vibrant and insightful , compassionate and funny , as opposed to the image I see in. the media as
nagging and complaining."
In performances from New York to Hawaii, Sloan draws as varied an audience
as the characters portrayed ,in her show.
Stie worked for the 'Smithsonian Institution, Yale University, Hillel and Jewish
organizations throughout the_country, and
has performed at marches and festivals by
the Downeast Bus and hopes to 'bring in and encourage an elderly audience.

Portlan~
Dance Center _·
Dance Classes for-

'Adults, Youths, and Teens
Modern Dance
Jazz
Ballet
Ballroon/Social
Improvisation
Exercise
September
25A Forest Avenue
Portland 773-2562

GWM, 21 , 6'0", 170 lbs. , blonde hair, blue
eyes, lean muscular body, clean, attractive,
intelligent, discreet. Fresh, healthy, and
new to the scene, in need of good friends
who understand. Enjoy the bea,ch, music,
dancing, sports and the outdoors. Prefer
18-26, non-drug users, smokers, college
students, or young professionals. Will -~
travel anywhere in 'Maine to meet you! All
responses will be confidential. Please write
and I'll contact you A.S.A.P . Write toAdvertiser #40, c/ o Our Paper, P.O. Box
10744, Portland, ME 04104.
,.
Bed and Breakfast accomodations for
women at Kellen Farm, a peaceful country setting in Ashfield , Mas~achusetts. Enjoy sheep and goats ; swim and hike nearby ; visit Northampton and Tanglewood..
Brochure. 413-628-4703 .
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Greater Portland N.O.W.
P.O. Box 4012 Station A
Portland 04101

Feminist Spiritual Community
9 Deering St.
P .0. Box 3771
Portland, Me. 04104
773-2294

AIDS Action of Central Maine
P.O. Box 3113
Lewiston, Me. 04240
AIDS Hotline 782~6113
AIDS-Line
775-1267 and 1-800-851-AIDS
Mon. & Wed. 6-9 p.m, Sat. 10 a.m.-1 p.m.

Harbor Masters Inc.
P.O. Box 4044
Portland, Me. 04101
L~bian/Gay Committee
Me. Chapter Nat'I. Assoc. of Social
Workers
P.O. Box 5112, Station A
Portland, Me. 04101

Fredericton Lesbians and Gays
Box 1556, Station A
Fredericton, New Brunswick, Canada

The AIDS Project
48 Deering St.
Portland, Me. 04101

Free To Be
11 King St.
Augusta, Me. 04330

Bates Gay/Lesbian/Straight Alliance
Box 569
Bates College
Lewiston, ME 04240

Our Paper
P.O. Box 10744
P~ rtland, Me. 04104

Lovers Only Friendship Club
Statewide Connections
P.O. Box 1044
Bangor, ME 04401

Friends and Parents of Gays
725-4769 (Brunswick)
- '.'34 •.

Bangor Area Gay/Lesbian/Straight Coalition
(BAGLSC)
c/o 87 Sunset Strip
Brwer, Me. 04412

GLM (Gais et Lesbiennes de Moncton)
C.P. 7102
Riverview , N.B., Canada

Maine Bisexual People's Network
P.O. Box 1792
Portland, Me. 04104
780-4085 (messages)

Bowdoin Gay/Lesbian/Straight Alliance
Bowdoin College
Brunswick, Me. 04011

Gay/Lesbian Alcoholics Anonymous
c/o First Parish Unitarian Church
425 Congress St.
Portland 04101

Maine Connection
P.O. Box 5245,
Station A
Portland, Me. 04102

Chiltern Mountain Club
P.O. Box 407
Boston, Mass. 02J.17
207-883-6934 ·

Gay/Lesbian Parents Support Group
7804085 or 772-4741
Portland

Maine Health Foundation, Inc.
P.O. box 7329 DTS
Portland 04112

Colby College Lesbian and Gay Community
c/o Student Center
Colby College
Waterville, ME 04901

Gay/Lesbian Alliance
92 Bedford St.
Portland 04102

Maine Lesbian Feminists
P.O. Box 125
Belfast 04915

780-4085

DELGO
Unitarian Church
126 Union St.
Bangor, Me. 04401
Tel: 942-6503

New Hampshire Citizens Alliance for Gay
·and Lesbian Rights
P.O. Box 756
Contoocook, N.H. 03329
603-228-9009 '
Northern Lambda Nord
P.O. Box 990
Caribou, Me. 04736
NLN gay Phoneline, 498-2088

Portland Area Men's Group (PGM)
c/o P.O. Box 681
Scarborough, Me. 04074
Portland Pride Committee
P .0. Box 5112, Sta. A
Portland, Me. 04112
883-6934
Seacoast Gay Men
P.O. Bex 1394
Portsmouth, NH 03801
USM Women's Forum
· University of Southern Maine
92 Bedford St.
Portland 04103
Vermonters for Lesbian and Gay Rights
(VLGR)
Box 281
Hinesburg, VT 05461

Maine Lesbian/Gay Political Alliance
P.O. Box 108
Yarmouth, ME. 04096

Gay and Lesbian Genealogy Club
P.O. Box 1044
Bangor, ME 04401

Wilde-Stein Club
Memorial Union
University of Maine - Orono
Orono 04469

Merrymeeting AIDS Support Services
P.O. Box 57
Brunswick, ,IIE 04011-0057
833-5016 or 725-8541

Greater Bangor NOW, fourth Monday of
every month , 7-9 p>-tTI . Call 989-3306 for
info.
•

Northern Lambda N9rd - last Sunday
of the month - ·business meeting, I p.m.
followed by potluck.

Our Paper staff meeting - every Tuesday, 7:30 p.m. 9 De~ring St. , Portland .
New members are welcome.

Adult .Children of Alchoholics (ACOA)
- open: discussion with focus of gay /lesbian issues , 7:30-9 p.m . YWCA, 87 ·
Sprin~ St. , Portland .

Maine Lesbiim/Gay Political Alliance
(MLGPA) - every third Sunday of the ·
month. Meetings rotated throughout state.
See Calendar listing f? r location and time.
Dignity /Maine, every Sunday , 5: 3D - 7 .
p.m., * First Parish Church , Portland , 425
· Congress St. (rear entrance)
* (6:30 - 7:30 until L~bor. Day) .

MONDAYS
Feminist Spiritual Community - every
Monday at 7 p.m. , Friends Meeting
House, Forest Ave. , Portland , 773-2294
(come early) .
· AIDS Action of Central Maine - first
Monday of every month at Sportsman's,
2 Bates St. , Lewiston, 8 p.m. Call Phil

· FRIDAYS
Free To Be Group of AA - meets
Fridays at 7:30 p,m., Jewett Hall , UMA ,
room 114.
..

THURSDAYS
Bowdoin Gay/Lesbian/Straight 'Alliance,
every Thursday , 7-9 p.m. , Chase Barn,
Bowdoin College, Brunswick.

Gay/Lesbian Alliance - every other Friday at 7 p.m. , 92 Bedford St., Portland ,
780-408:-i . .

Greater Portland N.O.W. - fourth
Tuesday of the month , YWCA, 87 Spring
St., Portland , 7 :30 p.m .
·

Pride Commitee business and planning
meeting , last Thursday of every montp ,
6:30 p.m. , 48 Deering St. , Portland . f\11
welcome. Call 883-6934.

A:lcoholics Anonymous meets every· Friday, 8-9:30 p.m. - Gays Together in
Sobriety (open discussion) , Chri st
Episcopal Church , 80 Lafayette Rd., Portsmouth , NH.

Alcohlllics Anonymous - Gays in
Sobriety - every Tuesday, 7:30 p.m. ,
First Pari sh Universalist-Unitarian
Church , 425 Congress St. , Portland.

Lesbian/Gay Alcoholics Anonymous every Thursday , discussion meeting at 8
p.m. , Unitarian Church , Main Street,
Bangor.

SATURDA,YS

Gay/Lesbian Al-Anon ~ every Tuesday ,
7:30-8:30 p.m ., First Parish UnitarianUniversali'st Church , 425 Congress St. ,
Portland.
,

VLGR (Vermonters for Lesbian and
Gay Rights) meets first and third Thursday of every month at 7 :30 p.m. at the
Peace and Justice Center, 186 College St. ,
Burlington, VT.

TUESDAYS

Bangor Area Gay/Lesbian/Straight
· Coalition (BAGLSC) meets the first Sundays and t~ird Thursdays of every month
at &7 Sunset Strip in Brewer at 7:00 p.m.

Gay/...,esbian Alcoholics ·Anonymous every Thursday , step meeting , 7 :30 p.m.
First Parish Unitarian-Universali st
Church , 425 Congress St. , Portland.

.

Bangor Area Gay/Lesbian/Straight
Coalition (BAGLSC) dances meet the
first and third Saturdays of each month
from 8:00 to 1:00 a,t the old Bangor Community College Student Union.

:

..--===================.Calelldll.r================:==:========.:;:~_========'·==i,

~E·ll-is, 7-84_-_?~-7-o·r-78-2--6-11_3__
.
BRUCE W. KENNEY. D .O .

Saturday, Sept. 12
.
Womland Trust meeting in Frankfurt
from 4-6 p.m .. followed by a full moon
gathering potluck and energy healing circle. Womn only and chemical free. For
directions send SASE to conventree, Troy ,
Me . ~987 or Gathering Ground. Dexter.
Me . ~930 .

Boord C~-rtifid GC'nt'T'c.il Prw:ricC'
Pre\•enriw MeJicine
ObstetTics

Saturday, October 3
Lucie Blue Tremblay in concert. 8 p.m.
First Parish Unitarian Church, 425 Congress St., Portland. Tickets $ 10 in advance,
$12 at door.
Tuesday, Nov. 3
" Gay Civil Rights " . a panel discussion
sponsored by the Maine Civil Liberties
Union. featuring James Friedman from the
UM Law School , Harry Gordon of
MLGPA and Roland Wessels of the
Bangor Theological Seminary. 7:30 p.m.
at Linclon School , 45 Forest Ave . in
Bangor. Follow up discussion at Bangor
· Public Library on Tuesday . Nov . IO at
7:00 p.m.

Tuesday, September 15
Town Meeting on Our Paper's Future.
7 pm. YWCA.
Friday - Sunday, Sept. 25-27
Common Ground Country Fair. "A
Celebration of Rural Living " . Volunteers
needed for MLGPA booth . Call Barb at
871-1555 .

lnJia Sr,-eer
PortlanJ, Maine 04 , o,
97

207-774-5&,o
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Fine wholegrain breads, <f"~.p li-1,
pastries, cakes & pies prepared .'J- everyday.
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BAKE SHOP ' '
7 days a week
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18 Monument Square, Portland, ME
772-7299
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